High-density lipoprotein aggregated by oxidation induces degeneration of neuronal cells.
We have previously reported that high-density lipoprotein (HDL) exhibits antineuritogenic effects on chicken cerebral cells in culture. In the present study, we show the effects of HDLs, oxidized by UV irradiation or heating, on chicken cerebral neurons in culture. Both treatments produced several physical and chemical changes in the HDLs, i.e., formation of lipid peroxides, enlargement of HDL diameters, an increased exposure of the tryptophan groups of the apolipoprotein A-I to a more hydrophilic environment, formation of bityrosines, and cross-linking of apolipoprotein A-I. When these treatments were performed in the absence of EDTA, most of the modifications described above were more intense and HDLs formed a macroaggregate that displays a rosette-like structure. The aggregated HDLs produced neurodegeneration and death when added to both undifferentiated and differentiated cerebral neurons in culture. This process was accompanied by the disorganization of the cellular microtubular cytoskeleton and hyperphosphorylation of the microtubule-associated protein tau. Native HDL or HDLs treated in the presence of EDTA inhibited the neuritogenesis of undifferentiated neurons but did not show any significant effect on the differentiated neurons in culture. The effects on the cellular cytoskeleton and morphology of aggregated HDLs recall those of the fibrillar beta-amyloid peptide. The present results suggest that aggregated HDLs could participate in neurodegeneration associated with oxidative stress in the CNS.